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Abstract. The performances of optical and radio frequency communica-
tion systems are compared for long distance applications, such as deep
space communications, where the signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� is crucial.
We compare an optical communication system operating at 0.8 �m us-
ing intensity modulation and direct detection with an avalanche photodi-
ode, an optical communication system operating at 1.5 �m using on-off
keying and an optical preamplifier, and a radio frequency communication
system operating in the X band. Assuming typical system parameters for
the link budget analysis, we find that for distances between the transmit-
ting and receiving antennas �R� of 107 km, the SNR for the optical sys-
tems is proportional to R−4, while for the radio frequency system it is
always proportional to R−2. The maximum data rate achievable with the
radio frequency system is higher than that with the optical systems for
distances beyond 108 km. For near-Earth communication links, an opti-
cal system with optical preamplification is preferable when the data rate
is higher than several gigabits per second. Clearly our results are based
on specific system parameters. However, the equations involved and the
method of comparison will be applicable for a wide range of system
parameters. © 2007 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
�DOI: 10.1117/1.2432881�
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1 Introduction

The advantages of optical communication systems over ra-
dio frequency �RF� systems include a wider bandwidth, a
larger capacity, lower power consumption, more compact
equipment, greater security against eavesdropping, and im-
munity from interference.1 Although there have been some
in-orbit demonstrations,2–4 maintaining a line of sight be-
tween the transceivers is particularly difficult because of
the small divergence angle of laser beams. Optical commu-
nication systems are expected to play a role in space
communications,1,5,6 and optical technologies for satellite
networks are expected to revolutionize space system
architectures.7 It is thus important to investigate the appro-
priate characteristics of such communication systems and
to identify which communication systems are best suited
for the various configurations of space networks. One char-
acteristic of basic optical reception, direct detection �DD�,
is that the electrical power of the signal is proportional to
the square of the received optical power.8 This is in contrast
to RF systems where the electrical power of the signal is
proportional to the received RF power.9 The received opti-
cal power is inversely proportional to the square of the link
distance, and the signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� with optical
w0091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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ystems degrades more quickly with the distance than with
F systems. The SNR of an optical communication system
sing intensity modulation �IM� and DD with an avalanche
hotodiode �APD� is expected to be less than that of a RF
ystem at long distances.10

We investigated two optical communication systems:
ne using IM with an APD receiver and one using IM with
n erbium-doped fiber amplifier �EDFA� as an optical pre-
mplifier. This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the
NR for the optical system with the APD receiver is de-
cribed and the optimum APD gain is derived as a function
f the communication link distance. The signal and noise
or an optical system with an optical preamplifier and the
esulting SNR are discussed in Sec. 3. A RF communica-
ion system operating in the X band is described and the
NR for the RF system is given in Sec. 4. The three sys-

ems are then compared, and the crossover distances of the
ata rates and SNRs are presented in Sec. 5.

Optical System with APD Detector

.1 Signal and Noise versus Distance (APD
Reception)

he electrical power of the received optical signal is pro-
ortional to the mean squared APD current, which can be

8
ritten as
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�iAPD
2 � = �R0PrM�2, �1�

where

Pr = Pt�tGtLGr�r �2�

and

R0 =
�q�

hc
, �3�

where R0 denotes the primary sensitivity of the APD, Pr is
the received power, M is the APD gain, � is the quantum
efficiency, q is the electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, c
is the speed of light, �t is the transmission loss of the trans-
mitter, �r is the transmission loss of the receiver, and � is
the wavelength. The Gt and Gr are the transmitter and re-
ceiver gain, and L is the space loss

Gt = ��Dt

�
�2

, �4�

Gr = ��Dr

�
�2

, �5�

and

L = � �

4�R
�2

, �6�

where Dt and Dr are the antenna diameters for the transmit-
ter and receiver, and R is the distance between them. The
received power is thus

Pr = PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2� 1

R2� , �7�

and hence is proportional to R−2. The noise contributions
�i.e., the mean-square values of the APD current� are shot
noise:

�sig-shot
2 = 2q�R0Pr�Mx+2B , �8�

surface leakage current noise:

�surf
2 = 2qILB , �9�

multiplied dark current noise:

�dark,m
2 = 2q�ID�Mx+2B , �10�

and Johnson noise:

� johnson
2 =

4kTBFT

Req
, �11�

where ID is the bulk dark current, IL is the surface leakage
current, F�M��Mx�0�x�1� is the excess noise factor, k
is the Boltzmann constant, B is the equivalent noise band-
width, Req is the equivalent circuit resistance, FT is the
noise figure of the electric circuit, and T is the system tem-
perature. The SNR for the optical communication system is

thus given by n
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NRAPD =
�R0PrM�2

2q�R0Pr + ID�Mx+2B + 2qILB + 4kTBFT/Req
.

�12�

f shot noise dominates, we have

�SNRAPD�shot = K1R−2, �13�

here

1 = PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2 R0

2qMxB
. �14�

f Johnson noise dominates, the SNR is given by

�SNRAPD�Johnson = K2R−4, �15�

here

2 = 	PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2
2 �R0M�2Req

4kTBFT
. �16�

he signal and noise contributions of an IM-DD optical
ommunication link are calculated using the parameters
hown in Table 1. System parameters are based on Semi-
onductor Intersatellite Laser Experiment �SILEX�
echnology.3 A transmitter antenna diameter of 30.5 cm is
sed because this diameter is used in the Mars Telecommu-
ications Orbiter.11 A receiver antenna diameter of 10 m is
sed because that is a typical diameter for photon buckets
or deep space on the ground.12 Atmospheric attenuation is

able 1 Parameters for an optical communication link with APD
etector.

Parameter Value

Transmitter transmission loss, �t 0.5

Receiver transmission loss, �r 0.5

Transmitter antenna diameter, Dt 30.5 cm

Receiver antenna diameter, Dr 10.0 m

Wavelength, � 0.85 �m

Transmitter power, Pt 0.1 W

APD quantum efficiency, � 0.6

Excess noise parameter, x 0.5

Bulk dark current, ID 0.05 nA

Surface leakage current, IL 0 A

Equivalent resistance, Req 50 kΩ

Electrical bandwidth, B 25 MHz

Noise figure, FT 3 dB

System temperature, T 290 K
eglected for simplicity. To benefit from the highest pos-
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Toyoshima et al.: Comparison of microwave and light wave communication…
sible sensitivity of APD detection, a wavelength of
0.85 �m is taken. The electrical bandwidth of B=25 MHz
will allow a data rate of some 50 Mbit/ s. Figure 1 illus-
trates the electrical signal power and noise contributions as
a function of the distance when the APD gain M =100.
Johnson noise is dominant beyond distances of 108 km and
the multiplied dark current dominates when M becomes
high. The dependence of the SNR on the distance gradually
changes from R−2 to R−4 as the distance increases. When M
is small, the dark current noise is lower than the Johnson
noise, and then the SNR is limited by the Johnson noise at
longer distances.

2.2 Optimum Value of APD Gain
The SNR given by Eq. �12� can be rewritten as

SNRAPD =
C1M2

C2Mx+2 + C3
, �17�

where

C1 = �R0Pr�2, �18�

C2 = 2q�R0Pr + ID�B , �19�

and

C3 = 2qILB + 4kTBFT/Req. �20�

To find the maximum SNR �and the corresponding APD
gain�, we calculate

d�SNRAPD�
dM

=
C1M�− xC2Mx+2 + 2C3�

�C2Mx+2 + C3�2 , �21�

and find the optimum APD gain, Mopt

�− xC2Mopt
x+2 + 2C3� = 0 �22�

Fig. 1 Electrical signal and noise powers versus distance when M
=100.
and A
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opt = 	2qIL + �4kTFT/Req�
xq�R0Pr + ID� 
1/�x+2�

. �23�

igure 2 shows the optimum APD gain as a function of
istance when the parameters in Table 1 are used. When
hot noise is dominant, the optimum APD gain is rather
mall. For long distances, where shot noise is negligible,
he optimum APD gain approaches 91, which is mainly
etermined by the bulk dark current. Substituting Mopt into
q. �12� yields the maximum SNR:

�SNRAPD�max =
�R0Pr�2

�x + 2�B	 1

q�R0Pr + ID�
2/�x+2�

�� x

2qIL + 4kTFT/Req
�x/�x+2�

. �24�

he APD gain is set to its optimum value Mopt�R� in the
ollowing discussion.

Optical System with EDFA Preamplifier

.1 Signal and Noise versus Distance (Optically
Preamplified Reception)

e assume that an EDFA is used as a booster amplifier in
he transmitter and as a low noise preamplifier in the re-
eiver. The electrical power of the received signal is pro-
ortional to the mean-squared current generated by the pho-
odiode following the optical preamplifier; it can be written
s

iEDFA
2 � = �R0G0Pr�2, �25�

here G0 is the gain of the optical preamplifier. From the
any noise contributions in an optical receiver incorporat-

ng an EDFA, only a few will dominate if it is well
esigned.13–15 These are amplified spontaneous emission
ASE� self-mixing noise �ASE�ASE�:

ASE�ASE
2 = 2�qnsp��G0 − 1��2B�2B0 − B� , �26�

Fig. 2 Optimum APD gain, Mopt, as a function of distance.
SE noise mixed with the signal �S�ASE�:

January 2007/Vol. 46�1�
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�S�ASE
2 = 4R0qnsp�G0�G0 − 1�PrB , �27�

background radiation mixed with the signal �S�back�:

�S�back
2 = 4R0

2G0
2PrNbB , �28�

and Johnson noise:

� johnson
2 =

4kTBFT

Req
= in

2B , �29�

where in is the electrical preamplifier noise current density.
Equations �26� and �27� take into account both polarization
states in the ASE noise. Assuming that G0	1 and reason-
ably high input powers, the spontaneous emission factor is
given by
 T

where
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sp �
Fn

2
, �30�

here Fn is the noise figure of the optical preamplifier. The
ackground radiation power spectral density, Nb, is the sum
f the background radiation produced by celestial bodies
nd the transmit booster ASE. It can be approximated by

b = Ncelestial bodies +
0.3hcGTXFTXDt

2Dr
2

R2�3 , �31�

here GTX denotes the gain of the transmit optical amplifier
nd FTX is the noise figure of the transmit amplifier. The
otal noise can be written as

total
2 = �S�ASE

2 + �ASE�ASE
2 + �S�back

2 + � johnson
2 . �32�
he SNR for optically preamplified reception is thus
SNREDFA =
�R0G0Pr�2

4PrBR0G0�qnsp��G0 − 1� + R0G0Nb� + 2B�2B0 − B��qnsp��G0 − 1��2 + 4kTBFT/Req
. �33�
If in the noise terms the beat noise S�back dominates, the
SNR is independent of distance, that is,

�SNREDFA�back =
Pt�t�r�

2�

43B�0.3hcGTXFTX�
. �34�

When S�ASE noise is dominant, as it would be for ideal
reception,

�SNREDFA�S�ASE = K3R−2, �35�

where

K3 = 	PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2
 R0G0

4B�qnsp��G0 − 1��
. �36�

When ASE�ASE noise is dominant,

�SNREDFA�ASE�ASE = K4R−4, �37�

where

K4 = 	PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2
2 �R0G0�2

2B�2B0 − B��qnsp��G0 − 1��2 .

�38�

When Johnson noise is dominant,

�SNREDFA�Johnson = K5R−4, �39�
5 = 	PtGt�tGr�r� �

4�
�2
2 �R0G0�2Req

4kTBFT
. �40�

he signal and the noise contributions for a link with opti-
al preamplification were calculated using the parameters
hown in Table 2. These parameters are mostly those used
n Refs. 13 and 15. Background radiation caused by the sun
ould be the worst case. Still, because of the tight spatial
ltering by the single-mode fiber in the optical preamplifier,

his does not lead to a significant noise contribution. An
xample of the optical signal and noise contributions as a
unction of distance is shown in Fig. 3. The transmit
ooster ASE would dominate at distances up to 105 km,
ausing the SNR to be independent of R. For distances
etween 105 and 107 km the SNR is determined by the S
ASE noise and shows an R−2 dependence. The ASE
ASE noise is dominant at distances beyond 107 km and

he SNR then becomes proportional to R−4.

SNR for RF Communication System versus
Distance

or the RF link, the Johnson noise for a system at tempera-
ure T is given by

johnson
2 =

4kTBFT

Req
, �41�

nd the SNR is

NRRF =
Pr/Req

4kTBFT/Req
=

PtGt
tGr
r

4kTBFT
� �

4�
�2� 1

R2� , �42�

here 
t and 
r are the RF antenna efficiencies for the

ransmitter and receiver. The SNR of the RF signal is al-

January 2007/Vol. 46�1�
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Toyoshima et al.: Comparison of microwave and light wave communication…
ways proportional to R−2, in contrast to the dependence
found in optical systems. Typical parameters for deep space
communication links operating in the X band are shown in
Table 3. Following Ref. 10, the system parameters were
chosen with a view to the GEOTAIL spacecraft, which was
developed by Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency
�JAXA� and National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion �NASA� and launched in 1992 to explore the geomag-
netic tail. More specifically, a transmit antenna diameter of
1.6 m and a transmit power of 65 W are chosen, as Mars
Express uses these values for communication at X band.16

For the receive antenna diameter we take Dr=64 m, that is
the value available at the Usuda Deep Space Center.

5 Comparison of SNR and Data Rate versus
Distance

The SNRs of the two optical systems are compared with
that of the RF system in Fig. 4. An electrical bandwidth of
25 MHz was used for all these systems. Past 108 km, the
RF system achieves the best SNR. Between 105 to 108 km,

Table 2 Parameters for an optical communication link with optical
preamplifier.

Parameter Value

Transmitter transmission loss, �t 0.5

Receiver transmission loss, �r 0.5

Transmitter antenna diameter, Dt 30.5 cm

Receiver antenna diameter, Dr 10.0 m

Wavelength, � 1.56 �m

Transmitter power, Pt 1.0 W

Transmit booster gain, GTX 33 dB

Transmit booster noise figure, FTX 6 dB

Quantum efficiency, � 0.5

Optical preamplifier gain, G0 30 dB

Optical amplifier noise figure, Fn 3.8 dB

Spontaneous emission factor, nsp 1.2

Optical bandwidth, B0 0.60 nm �corresponding
to 74 GHz�

Electrical preamplifier noise current

density, in 12 pA/Hz

Electrical bandwidth, B 25 MHz

Background radiation from celestial

bodies, Ncelestial bodies 6�10−20 W/Hz
�receiver looks directly

into the sun�
approximately corresponding to the moon to Mars, re-

Optical Engineering 015003-5
pecitvely, the optical system with EDFAs has the best
NR. At a distance of around 104 km corresponding to
EO-to-ground-station distance, all three systems achieve

ufficient SNR.
The maximum achievable data rates for the optical and

F communication systems as a function of distance are
hown in Fig. 5. An SNR of 16.6 dB, leading to a bit error
atio �BER� of 10−6, is used, Ref. 17. For this calculation,
he data rate �in bits per second� is assumed to be 1.4 times
he electrical bandwidth B �in Hertz�.18,19 For near-Earth
ommunication links, the optical systems can achieve data
ates of several gigabits per second. The data rate of the RF
ystem will be lower because it is limited by the RF carrier
requency of 8.47 GHz. The optical system using the opti-
um APD gain allows the data rate of several gigabits per

econd for near Earth distances, limited by the response of
vailable APD detectors.20 The optical communication sys-
em with EDFAs is suitable not only for a high-data-rate,
hort-range communication links but also for links up to the

ars. The crossover in performance between the RF and

Table 3 Typical parameters for an RF communication system.

Parameter Value

Transmitter antenna efficiency, 
t 0.5

Receiver antenna efficiency, 
r 0.7

Transmitter antenna diameter, Dt 1.6 m

Receiver antenna diameter, Dr 64 m

Wavelength, � 3.54 cm

Transmitter power, Pt 65 W

Equivalent registance, Req 50 kΩ

Noise figure, FT 3 dB

System temperature, T 290 K

ig. 3 Electrical signal and noise powers versus distance for an
ptical link equipped with EDFAs.
January 2007/Vol. 46�1�
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Toyoshima et al.: Comparison of microwave and light wave communication…
optical systems occurs at around 108 km if typical system
parameters are used. The RF communication system might
be preferable for the Mars-to-Earth link of 1.5�108 km.
However, in addition to the link budget results, onboard
requirements should be taken into account when identifying
the most suitable system. In this respect, the modulation
scheme, mass, power, and volume, as well as regulatory
restrictions are important factors. The new development of
high power laser sources will help to enhance the data rate.
Further, in optical communication systems for deep space
applications, error correcting codes with high gain and spe-
cial modulation schemes, such as a pulse position modula-
tion �PPM� signaling, may eventually help to achieve
higher data rates than that of RF systems,21,22 �this paper
does not cover such implementations�. However, the RF
communication system will be preferable beyond the
Jupiter- or Saturn-to-Earth distance links because the opti-
cal systems obey an R−4 dependence as well. Sooner or
later, we might abandon the use of optical systems for
much longer distances.

As can be seen from the above discussion, the RF sys-
tem is currently the most suitable one for very long distance
communications. The application of optical communication
systems to long-distance links requires the development of
new technologies. One could think of using coherent ho-
modyne detection in connection with phase shift keying.23

However, this transmission scheme asks for highly stable
lasers both in the transmitter and—as local oscillator—in
the receiver and requires a complicated device for beam
combination. Another improvement in optical links can be
expected to result from ongoing research in the field of
quantum communication technology. Recently, a communi-
cation capacity beyond the classical capacity limit has been
achieved employing a so-called quantum circuit in the
receiver.24,25 However, one of the problems of photon-
based quantum schemes is that entangled photons cannot be
cloned and, hence, also cannot be amplified.26 Further
progress in the area of quantum physics might open new

Fig. 4 SNRs of optical systems with APD receiver or EDFAs and of
a RF system operating in the X band as a function of communication
link distance.
possibilities for photonic long distance communications.

Optical Engineering 015003-6
Conclusion
chievable data rates of RF and optical communication

ystems were compared as a function of the communication
ink distance, using system parameters based on currently
vailable technologies for the link budget analyses. Despite
he fact that only very specific parameters were considered
or the communication systems, the RF communication
ystem tends to be better suited for distances beyond
08 km. An optical system with optical preamplification is
est suited for high-data-rate, near-Earth communication
inks. The choice of a suitable space communication system
ust also take into account the terminals’ mass, power,

olume, regulatory restrictions, and such RF communica-
ion systems will be preferable in deep space communica-
ion links for the time being, maybe until coherent and
uantum communications technology makes a big leap for-
ard.
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